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OPERATOR ALGEBRAS ON HILBERT SPACE

By SA GE LEE A~D JAHlAN YOON

1. Introduction.

Throughout the paper II denotes a nonzero complex Hilbert space and 13
(H) the algebra of all bounded operators on l!. A subalgebra 13 of B(H)
is called an algebra of finite strict multiplicity, if there exists a finite set
IXb "', xnl cH such that the linear span of {TiXi: TiED, i==l, "', n) is ex

actly H. In this case, let us call IXb ..., xnl the multiplicity set for 13.
In particular, when the multiplicity set for B is a set consisting of a sin

gle vector x, we say that 13 is a strictly cyclic operator algebra with a str
ictly cyclic vector .T. If, in addition, 1'E Band 1'x=O imply that 1'=0,
then we call that R is a strictly cyclic separated algebra. The aim of this
paper is to generalize, in terms of algebras of finite strict multiplicity, va
rious results obtained by B. Barnes DJ, M. Embry ([3J [4J [5J), D.
Herrero ([7J) and A. Lambert ([9J [IOJ [l1J).

2. The structure of a selfadjoint algebra of finite strict multipli
city.

A structure theorm of a sel£adjoint strict cyclic operator algebra was ob
tained by M. Embry ([5J p.54 Theorem 3). In this section, we will ex
tend her result to the setting of a reductive algebra of finite strict multipli
city (Theorem 1). Recall that an operator algebra on H is called reductive,
if every closed invariant subspace is reducing. A selfadjoint algebra is al
ways reductive. For AcB(H), A' denotes the commutant of A in B(H).
An element T of a strongly closed subalgebra 13 of B(H) is called a gene
rator of 13, if the smallest strongly closed subalgebra of B (H) containing T
and the identity operator I is exactly 13. For TE13(H), o-(T) will denote
the spectrum of T relative to B (H), and p (T) the resolvent set of T. If
the smallest strongly closed subalgebra of 13 (H) containing T, 1 and ( T
- A) -1 : .le E P(T)) is 13, wC call T a rational generator of 13. Hence a ge
nerator is always a rational generator.

If 13 is a subalgebra of 13 (H) and n a positive integer, let M n (b) be the
collection of all nXn matrices with entries in B, which can be regarded as
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a subalgebra of B(HCn», where HCn)=H(Jj···(JjH (n copies). Then the fol
lowing facts are easy to check ([l1J p. 960).
(1) If we put BCn)= {T(lI) = T(Jj···(JjT : TEB}, then (MlI(B»'=(B')(,,).
(2) If A is an algebra of finite strict muliplicity with a multiplicity set {Xlt

'.', xn}, then M" (A) is a strictly cyclic algebra on H(n) with the strictly
cyclic vector Xl (Jj •• •(Jjx".

We prove only (v) of the next lemma, since the rest are found in the
proof of Lemma 3. 1 ([l1J, p. 960).

LEMMA 1. Let A be a norm closed algebra of finite strict multiplicity on
H, let B be a strongly closed subalgebra of A'. Let {Xl> "., xn} be a multip
licity set for A, and write UO=XI(Jj···(JjXlI . Then,

( i) K = B(n)uo is a closed subspace of H(,,).

(ll) B(,,) IK is a strictly cyclic separated algebra.
(ill) The mapping T-4T(,,)/K is a continuous algebra isomorphism on B

onto B(lI) IK, with respect to the norms.
(iv) Moreover, if T is a generator (or rational generator) of B, then T(lI)

IK is a generator (or rational generator, respectively) of BCn)IK.
(v) The mapPing (J: T-+TxI(Jj···(JjTxn is a bicontinuous linear iso

morphism on B onto K, with respect to the norms. In fact, there exists a
constant k< 00 such that

IITII~kIITxI(Jj···(JjTxlIlI, for all TEB.

Proof. (v) First the continuity of (J is clear. As we remarke'd above, M n

(A) is a strictly cyclic operator algebra on HCn) with the strictly cyclic vec
tor uo=x1E!J···(JjxlI , and (MlI(A»'=(A')(,,). By a result of Embry ([3J
p. 444 Lemma 2. 1, [l1J p. 960 (3», there exists a positive constant k<00

such that IITII=IIT(lI)lI~kIIT(,,)uolI, for every T(lI)E(A')(,,)=(Mn(A»' (i.e.,
for every TEA').
Thus (J : T--;.Txl(Jj···(JjTxlI is a norm continuous surjection. If T(,,)uo=O,
then T=O. Hence (J is one to one as well. The proof is completed 'by the
open mapping theorem. Q. E. D.

The next lemma extends Theorem 2 of Embry ([4J, p. 46). The key of
the proof comes from a result of Herrero ([6J, p.78 Lemma 1) which asse~

rts that a dense linear invariant manifold of an algebra of finite strict mul
tiplicity is the whole space H. The proof of Lemma 2 can be easily done
by using Zorn's lemma, as in the Embry's original proof in [4]. 10 this
paper a subspace of H means always a closed one.

LEMMA 2. Let A be a subalgebra of B(H) of finite strict multiplicity. For
any given invariant subspace N of A such that N =1= H, there exists a ,maximal
invariant subspace M of A such that NcM=I=H,
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REMARK 1. The above lemma remains valid, if the term "invariant" is re
placed by "hyper-invariant".

COROLLARY 1. Let A he a norm closed subalgebra of 13 (H) of finite st/'ict
multiplicity. For any nonzcro reducing subspace N of A, there exists a non
zero minimal reducing subspace lH of A contained in N.

The following lemma extends Lemma 1 of Embry ([5J, p. 54).

LEMMA 3. Let il /:c a norm closed algebra of jinite strict multiplicity on
H. Then each collection {E}l of mutually orthogonal nonzero projections in
A' is a finite collection.

Proof. We apply (v) of Lemma 1 and proceed as in tr.e proof of Embry

(=5J p.54).

COROLLARY 2. £Oiler:>' normal element TeA' has the jinite spectrum.

Proof. It is similar to the proof of Corollary 2 of ([5J p. 54).

We are now ready to state the desired extension of Theorem 3 ([5J p.

54).

THEOREM 1. Let A be a reducti7.'e algebra of finite strict multiplicity on a
Hilbel't space H. Then there existe a finite orthogonal decomposition {Mkl nk J

of H with nonzero subspaces 1\,1k such that each Mk reduces A and each A IM k
is an algebra which has no proper im.'anant subspace.

Proof. We combine Corollary 1 and Lemma 3 to conclude that there exi

sts a finite orthogonal decomposition {Mkl k-J of H such that Mk reduces A

and A IM k no longer has a proper invariant subspace. Q. E. D.

Analogies to Theorem 4 and Corollary 5 of [5J can be easily obtained,
but omitted here.

3. Multiplicative linear functionals.

First we consider the norm dual space of a strongly closed subalgebra B
of B(H) such that BeA', where A is a norm closed algebra of finite strict
multiplicity. The next lemma is regarded as an extension of Lemma 3.3 in
([lOJ p. 719) to the direction of multiplicity set, dropping the hypothesis that
B is abelian.

LEMMA 4. Let A be a norm closed subalgebra of finite strict multiplicity
on H with the multiplicit:>, set {Xl> •• ', xnl. Let B be a closed subalgebra of
A' with respect to the strong operator topology. Then, f is a bounded linear
functional on B if and onl:>, if f is of the form
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f(T) = (TXl. SX1) +...+ (Tx". Sx,,) , for some SEB.
The operator SEB is uniquely determined by f and the mapping f-+S is a
bicontinuous conjugate linear isomorphism on the norm dual space of B onto
the normed space B.

Proof. Let () be as in (v) of Lemma 1. Then, for each TEB, f(T) =
f«()-l(TxJ.(f)···(f)Tx,,». Since fo()-l is a bounded linear functional on the
Hilbert space K. we see that there exists SEB such that

f(T) = (TX1(f)···(f)Tx", SX1(f)···(f)Sxn)

= (TxI> SX1) +...+ (Tx", Sxn).

An easy computation shows that
/f(T) ~ (1Ix1(f)···(f)x,,1121IS(1) 11711, that is, IIfll ~ Ilx1(f)···(f)x,,112I/SII. If SlE

B is another such S, then one can check immediately that
(S1-S)X1=0, •.•, (S1-S)X,,=0. Hence (Sl-S) (A1X1+···+A"X,,) =0. for

all AI> ... , A"EA, showing SI =S. The conjugate linearity of f-+S is easy to
check. The rest of the proof is carried out by the open mapping theorem.

CoROLLARY 3. The norm dual space of B is bicontinuously isomorphic onto
the complex vector space B*= {T* : TEB} with respect to the norms.

When A is an abelian strictly cyclic operator algebra. the necessity im
plication of the following lemma was obtained by Lambert ([10J pp. 718
720). We borrow his idea to get into a more general situation.

LEMMA 5. Let A be a norm closed strictly cyclic operator algebra on Hand
let B be a strongly closed subalgebra of A'. Let A be a complex number. Then
there exists a nonzero multiplicative (bounded) linear functional on B such
that f(T) =A for some TEB if and only if ;( is an eignvalue for a common
eigenvector for all T*EB*. More precisely. the last statement means that there
exists a nonzero function f: B-C and a nonzero vector zEH such that

T*z=f(T)z, for all TEB, and

f(T1J) =A for some T1JEB.

Proof. Let Xl be a strictly cyclic vector for A. We apply (v) of Lemma
1 and Lemma 4 with n ,=1 to the present case. Then we can proceed as
follows. Let f be a nonzero multiplicative linear functional on B such that
f(T1J) =A, for some bEH. Here we put T y=()-l(y). for yEH=K. Then
there exists a nonzero vector zEH such that

f(Ty) = (y, z), for all yEH,

so that f(Tb)=(b,z)=A..
For y, tEH, let x= Tyt. By noticing T,Xl=t, for every tEH, we see that
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T z X 1= T yT tX 1' Thus T z = T yTt. Then f( T z ) = f( Ty)f( Tt) i. e., (x, z) = (y,
z) (t, z), for all .')1, zEH. This shows that

(Tyt, z) = «y, z)t, z) for all tEH,

(t, Ty*z) = (t, (z, y)z), for all tEH, showing T y*z= (z, y) z, for all yE
H.

Since z =F 0, (z, y) is an eigenvalue of Ty* for all yE H, and z is a com
mon eigenvector of B*. Then f is the required function, by noticing f( T y )

= (y, z) and f(Tb) = (b, z) =A.
Conversely let Ty*z = f1 (y) z, for all yEHand f1 (b) = A, for some bE H,

where z is a fixed vector of Ilzll=l and f1 : H-C is a nonzero function.
We define f(Ty)=f1(y), for all TyEB. Then it is easy to check that f is
a well defined bounded multiplicative linear functional on B such that f
(Tb) =A. Q. E. D.

We are now ready to state the extension of the above lemma as follows.

THEOREM 2. Let A be a norm closed algebra of finite strict multiplicity set
{Xto "', x n}. Let B be a strongly closed subalgebra of A'. Let AEC. Then the
same assertion holds as in Lemma 1-

Proof. As we remarked just before Lemma 1, Mn(A) is a norm closed
strictly cyclic algebra on HCn) with the strictly cyclic vector UO=X1EB"'EBxn,

and (Mn(A»'= (A')(n). Thus B(n1c (A')(n)= (Mn(A»'. A simple verifica
tion shows that BCn) is strongly closed in B (H(n).

Let <jJ : B_B(n) be the canonical map defined by <jJ(B) =B(n). Then f(T)
= (fo<jJ-1) (T(n), for all TEB. Thus f is a nonzero multiplicative boun
ded linear functional on B such that f(To) =A if and only if f o<jJ-1 is a
nonzero multiplicative bounded linear functional on B(n) such that (fo<jJ-1)
(To(nl) =A.

Aprlying Lemma 5 to the fact B(n)c (Mn(A»', we see that the last sta·
tement holds if and only if ;: is an eigenvalue for a common eigenvector
for all (T*) (n)E (B(n) *. since (B(n) *= (B*) (n) as operator algebras on H(n).

Then (T*)Cn)w=f(T)w, for some W=FO, wEH(n), for all TEB, andf(To)

=A.
If we write W=ZlEB'" EBznEH(nl, then, for all TEB, we have

T*zj=f(T)zj, for each i=l, 2, "', n.

But some Zj=FO, and for this i, Zj is a common eigenvector for B* and

This proves one direction of the assertion. The converse part of the proof
is similar to the corresponding part of the proof of Lemma 5 and omitted.
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Q.E.D.

REMARK 2. In the proof of sufficiency of the above, suppose we let z E H,
IIzll=l and T*z=f(T)z for all TEB. Then

(1) f(T) = (Tz, z), for all TEB. Conversely, let f be the mapping de
fined by (1) such that f is nonzero and multiplicative, and f( To) = A, for
some ToEB. Then a close examin:J.tion of the proof of necessity of The
orem 2 shows that such a z can always be chosen so that z is a common
eigenvector of B* and IIzll=l.

4. Spectral properties

The next is an extension of Theorem 4 ([l] p. 482).

THEOREM 3. Let TEB(H) be a rational generator of a strongly closed al
elian algebra B of finite strict multiplicity. If AEa(T) and IA1= 11 TII, then
A is an isolated point of a ( T) .

Proof. We keep the notation as in Lemma 1, by putting B=A. Then
by Lemma 1, BCn) IK is a rational generator of BCn) IK.
Thus, a (T), the spectrum of T relative to B (H) = the spectrum of 7(lI) IK
relative to BCn) IK = the spectrum of TClI) 1K relative to B (K). It is immedia
te to see that IITCn)/KII:::;;IITII. By hypothesis, Acthespectrum of TCn)IKre
lative to B(K), so that IAI=1I7 Cn)IIKII. By the same argument as in the
proof of Theorem 4 (D] p. 4f2) , we see that A is an isolated point of the
spectrum of T(,.)IK relative to B(K). It follows that A is alEO an isolated
point of aCT). Q. E. D.

REMARK 3. As we shall see in the proof of the next Theorem 4, tte
complex AEaCT) in Theorem 3 is actually an eigenvalue of T.

An operator TEB(H) is called paranormal if IITxI12~1I72xllllxll, ·for all
xEH. For such an operator T, the spectral radius r(T) equals the norm
IITII, and any restriction TIM to an invariant subspace MC=I= (0» of T is
also paranormal. It can be easily shown that a hyponormal operator T(i. e.,
TT*-s;;;. T*T) is paranormal, but not conversely in general. The next theo
rem extends Corollary 3. 4 ([l1J p. 962) and Th~rem 8 (DJ p. 484).

THEOREM 4. Let TEB(H) be a rational generator of a strongly closed abe
lian algebra B of finite strict multiplicity, acting on an infinite dimensional
Hilhert space H. Thern T can not be a paranormal openator.

Proof. Since r(T)=IITII, we find ).Ea(T) such that IAI=IITII. Then A
is an isolated point of aCT). By Theorem 2, A is an eigenvalue of T*. It
follows that A is a reducing eigenvalue of T, that is, there is x=l=O in H
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such that 1'xcc--"I..r and T*x=~x([8J p.233 Satz 2). Let H1> H 2 be the
closed invariant subspaces of l' associated with (j (1')~ (AI and (AI respecti
vely which come about in the Riesz decomposition for 1'([12J p.421, [2J
p.574). Then it is not hard to see that 131 Hj, El H 2 are also strongly cl
osed algebras of finite strict multiplicity with rational generators 1'1 H], 1'1
H 2 respectively. Then clearly, njH2 = (;]2: i,EC, where 12 is the identity
operator on H 21, We apply the ~~ame nrgument to 15 IH 2 instead of 15, rec
alling that 1'1 H 2 is a paranormal rational benerator of 15 IH:. Continuing
this process, we can deduce that T is a normal 0l=erator whose Fpectrum
consists of reducing eigenvalues, whose eigenvectors generate H. By Corol
lary 2, rr (T) is a finite set. Then we clearly !:ee that T can not be a ratio
onal generator of a strongly closed algebra of finite strict multiplicity. Q. E.
D.

The next is a strong imrroverI'ent of Corollary ;) ([1~ p.4E2) ard Coroll
ary 2 ([7J p.15).

THEOREM 5. Let TEB(H) he a rational };cncrator oI a ,\trongly closcd

algebra 15 of finite strict multiplicity. Then, ri(T)=rx(T*)*=rrp(T*)*, '«('hc

re X*=' \AEC: I,EXcCI and "p( . ) denotes the point spectrum.

Proof. We put A=B and apply Theorem 2. Recall that I,E,,(T) if and
only if there exists a nonzero multiplicative linear functional I on 15 ~;ut'h

that I(13) = I, ([13J p. 265 (e) of 11.5 Theorem). By Theorem 2, we see
that the last statement is equivalent to saying that I,ECp(T*). Hence rr(T)
=rrp(T*)*. 1\ow if .'"Erx(T*), then [LErr(T*)*=(j(T). Thus [LEl7 p(T*)*,
showing ,Il E rr p(T*). Q.E.D.

After this paper was completed, Prof. Peter Rosenthal kindly informed
that our Theorem 1 also follows from his joint v,,'ork with A. Feintuch
(Israel Journal of Math. (5) No. 2, (1973), Corollary 4 and Remark (i)

p.135).
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